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Sensors utilizing the terahertz (THz) waves are emerging as viable imaging tools for detection 
and classification of various medical anomalies, such as tumorous tissues and dental caries, as 
well as various security and military applications. For example, a new, high sensitivity THz 
camera could enable visibility in brown-out conditions, such as during sand storms and/or 
rotorcraft take-off and landing in desert environments. THz sensors could monitor the purity 
and quality of pharmaceutical products while on the production line, and be used by 
consumers to identify unmarked pills. THz imaging is unique because it is a non-harmful 
imaging source that can simultaneously extract extensive spectroscopic information from the 
scene that cannot be obtained by imaging at other frequencies (X-rays, visible, infrared, 
microwave, etc). In addition to the mentioned developments in THz band, there are also some 
theoretical and experimental studies on THz communication applications. In these studies, it 
is shown that THz band, particularly around 230 GHz and 670 GHz, can provide a solution to 
develop new communication techniques to replace fiber-optic cables for indoor wireless 
communication and to achieve Tb/s data rates for file transfer. Currently, more than 600 
researchers and 30 companies worldwide are conducting research on different types of THz 
systems. 

  

This talk presents the recent efforts at Bilkent University-UNAM on the development of a 
THz detector operating around 670 GHz for communication applications. In the frame of this 
work, monolithically integrated Schottky diodes and THz antennas is fabricated using the 
available infrastructure at UNAM. This talk also mentions Dr. Topalli’s previous study on the 
first ever real-time THz camera at the ElectroScience Lab of the Ohio State University. The 
camera utilizes non-ionizing THz waves to achieve sub-millimeter resolution and penetrate 
through non-conductive materials while providing unique spectral information through the 
still unexplored band. Using a receiving aperture comprised of elements that integrate nano-
antennas with high frequency diodes, this camera can provide images at video rates, carry out 
spectroscopy while concurrently maintaining low noise figures. 
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